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Structural excess supply: 2011

� Estimated potential gas supply in Italy: 117 bcm
– 8.5 bcm of national production

– 108.5 bcm of imports: 
� 97 bcm through pipelines (assuming 90% of average load factor)

� 11.5 bcm through LNG regasification plants 

� Gas consumption : 78 bcm (- 6.2% from the previous year)

– Unfavourable economic situation:
� greater effects in the thermoelectric sector (-7% with respect to 2010)

� smaller effects in the industrial sector (-1% with respect to 2010)

– Mild climate conditions affecting the heating sector (-8% with respect to 2010) 

The increasing supply and the declining consumption 
led to an oversupply in Italian gas market: 

Potential supply exceeds demand by 40%
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Periodic gas shortages 

� Heavy dependence on gas for domestic usage

� Crucial for thermoelectric energy

� Limited storage capacity

Unexpected higher consumption due to a sudden drop of 
temperatures changes induce temporary gas shortages
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An old story…

� In 2004/2005 and 2005/2006, Italy faced shortages related to:

– Cold weather + reduced imports of Russian gas

� In 2009 as a consequence of the Russian-Ukrainian quarrel

– Lower imports from the TAG pipeline forced Italy to put in place specific actions to limit 
consumption (Emergency procedures defined in the Ministerial Decree 26/9/2001)

� In 2011 the interruption of Transitgas and of Greenstream (due to 
the African political turmoil) did not trigger a shortage crisis:
– Mainly a Libyan problem (15% of imports)

– Low gas demand compensated lower imports

– Full storage fields assured enough capacity
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The authority cried wolf a while ago

� In 2007 Aeeg warned the Parliament…

– In 2007 the Italian gas network was not capable of facing winter demand peaks 
(450mcm)

– The maximum daily gas supply (550mcm in 2007) is only available when 
storage fields are completely filled and it declines rapidly along with the storage 
fields usage

� …and suggested to increase supply by 130 mcm/day…

– Increase import capacity (and fully use it)

– New regasification plants

– Increase storage capacity

� …and to achieve the independence of the transportation  networks
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Since 2007 …

� Since September 2012, the Italian TSO is outside the perimeter of Eni

� The increases in pipeline capacity in the last five years

– + 3.2 bcm per year on the TAG pipeline (2009)

– + 3.0 bcm per year on the TTPC pipeline (2012)

– (+ 28,5 mcm daily at most)

– Galsi on its way to Sardinia

� The new regasification plant in Rovigo

– + 26 mcm daily

� The increment in the Italian storage capacity started in 2011 

– + 4bcm per year by the end of 2015 (+ 11 mcm daily at most)

– Decrease in the storage defined as “strategic” (almost untouchable) (- 0,5 bcm)

The increase in gas supply still does not cover the 130 mcm
suggested by AEEG in 2007 
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Gas Shortage in February 2012:
Demand-side

� Intense cold weather caused a sharp increase in gas demand:

– A record volume of 465,9 mcm has been consumed in Italy on February 7th, 2012

� Increase of heating demand for 
domestic usage (compared to 
February 2011), reported a 56% 
extra demand with respect to 
ordinary gas consumption 

� Gas demand for the thermoelectric 
sector increased, while gas 
demand decreased for the 
industrial sector. Lower industrial 
consumption follows the activation 
of emergence procedures (as 
defined by Ministerial Decree 
26/9/2001)
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� Gas supply decreased as Gazprom was unable to meet all the request for its gas export 
commitments (daily gas demand from Russian consumers increased by 14% with respect to 
the previous year)

� Following shortfalls in gas supply, European hubs’ prices rose exponentially (i.e. prices on 
the NBP in the UK rose by 30%)

� In February 2012 Snam Rete Gas 
reported receiving up to 29% less 
gas from Russia than requested: 

– Russian elections?

– Excess Ukrainian withdraws?

– Lack of access to sufficient storage 
facilities in western Ukraine ?

– Russian attempt to “make a point”? 

– Strategically higher requests from
Eni?

Shortfalls in supply by Gazprom to Italy

Gas Shortage in February 2012:
Supply-side
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New Investments are on their way

� AEEG estimates an increased capacity 
of about 75 Mcm of which:

– About 45 on pipelines

– About 30 on LNG plants 

� Increased imports from new pipelines 
and new LNG  terminals will foster  
competition in the next few years

� New call for bids on second capacity 
Eni auctions 5 billion cube meters per 
year on TAG and Transitgas

Increase in pipelines
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New LNG Regasification plants

� Almost 13% of Italian imports come from two LNG regasification plants

� Investments on new LNG terminals have been blocked by the Ministry (excess 
supply)

� But 4 which obtained their authorizations 
will be activated in the next years:

– Porto Empedocle – TPA waiver  

– OLT Toscana offshore – TPA waiver 

– Falconara Marittima – regulated tariff 

– Gioia Tauro – regulated tariff
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New storage plants

� Now about 15,6 bcm of capacity (working gas)

– 4.6 bcm of which “strategic” (decrease from 5.1 bcm)

– Ejection capacity: 150 mmc/day

� Two further projects authorized

– Cornegliano (north)

– Cugno-Ferrandina (south)

– Total: 2 bcm (+ 36 mmc/day) (but… when?)

� Strong opposition from local communities
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A vibrant investment outlook ?

� Extremely long administrative process
– We see projects which were initiated long time ago

– We see plans put forward knowing that they will come to completion in 
20xx

� Strong political drive
– Especially on international projects

– Security of supply considerations

� Storage capacity very valuable
– Even when aggregate figures point to a buyer’s market, flexibility is an 

asset
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